Midwestern State University has benefited from the generosity of our donors. Words cannot express the appreciation we have for the support through these gifts. Those included in the following list provided donations during MSU’s 2016-2017 fiscal year (September 1, 2016 to present date).

This donor listing is updated on a monthly basis on the website. Thank you for your continued support of Midwestern State University.

DONOR LISTING

Advantage Real Estate
Alma L. Alejandro ('03)
Sandra (60) and Jerry ('62) Allison
Albert R. Alvarez ('78)
Nick Andersen ('01)
Jennifer Anderson ('16)
A. L. Ayer Jr. (52)
Pam ('73) and Warren (71) Ayres
Eric A. Balthrop (93)
John M. Barnes (67)
Kathy and Joe Bauer
Better Business Bureau of North Central Texas
Elizabeth J. Biehl (07)
Schericka T. Birmingham ('11)
Rusty Blundell (10)
Cyndi ('76) and Rick ('75) Boone
Ann and Jerry (64) Brazil
Paul F. Breen (70)
Kim ('92) and Bob Buckingham
Jim Buie (MBA '90)
Dr. Chuck ('81, '89) and Sherrie ('00) Bultena
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Bundy
Jeana Burkett (72)
BYSB Architects
Mary ('99) and Travis ('99) Campsey
Randy G. Canivel ('05, '09)
Robert Carricker (67)
Teresa ('87, '98) and Terry Caves
Lucinda ('04) and Gilbert ('04) Codrington
Robin and Ray Cook
Valerie J. ('96, '00) and Larry S. ('81) Cook
Paul B. Cooke Jr. (72)
Mary Helen and Walter ('74) Coppage
Lori and Michael Couch
Willetta ('81) and Bill ('80) Crowe
Frank Cruz
Becky Dalrymple ('76)
Josephine Daniels ('02)

Brent A. Davenport (96, '00)
Davis Kinard & Company, PC
James M. Davis ('57)
Roberta Thompson Dawson ('59)
Michael DeLeon
Michael A. Detrick ('84)
Kay Dillard
Richard P. Dirks ('80)
Phillip Eby (08, '11)
Edgin, Parkman, Fleming & Fleming
Hardy (01) and Michael (86) Edgin
Jeri and Mike Elyea
Ryan Everett (04)
ExxonMobil Foundation
Fidelity Bank
First National Bank of Wichita Falls
Janna ('99) and Chris (99) Fisher
Jennifer ('97) and Andrew ('98) Fleming
Tarah ('04) and Mark ('03) Fleming
Angela ('80, '88) and Robert ('06, '09) Forrester
Ronda and Jeff (97) Franklin
Pat* and Bob ('62) Gerring
Kris and Woody (67) Gossom Jr.
Olga and James (72, 76, 77) Gotcher
Donald R. Gregg (73)
Tracie ('84) and John ('84) Grimshaw
Rachel Guillory (16)
Gunn Oil Company
Carol ('66, '87) and Bob Gunn
Pierce J. Halverson (11, '16)
Sharlene and William ('74) Hammond
Kevin S. Hampton (16)
Barbara ('82) and Kent ('80) Hanson
Candy Havens ('79)
Jerry B. Hays ('74)
Meghan ('84) and J. W. ('90) Henderson
Bridgette M. Hershberger ('12)
Kyle Hilden ('09)
John Hirschi
Phil Hoedebeck ('85)
Kimberly A. ('94) and Tim L. Holmes
Dewey Horton ('52)
Fred C. Howell Jr. ('67)
Turner E. Hubby, III ('61)
Tim J. Humpert ('03)
Hupp Bauer Hanson & Lewis
Kim and Don Hupp
Darla ('86, '97) and Ben Inglish
James Lane Air Conditioning & Plumbing
Patrick Johnson ('11)
Desmond Jombe ('17)
David A. Jones ('74)
Alfred E. Keeler ('67)
Mr. (07) and Mrs. Cody Koetter
Vickie and Munir ('86) Lalani/Lalani Lodging Inc.
Herbert L. Lawson ('61)
Jason L. Lence ('06)
Denise ('78) and Craig ('87) Lewis
Libra Foundation
Kristen and Jerry ('70) Lindsay
Stacy Hoepfner Littrell ('79)
Elizabeth Loewcke ('88)
Scott Long ('84)
Dona and Ken ('73) Looney
A. D. Loveland ('85, '88)
Ann F. Lucas ('80)
DeeAnn ('64) and Noros ('65) Martin
Veronica Martinez ('17)
Darryn McGee ('85)
Lisa ('81) and Jerry ('81) McGee
Pat and Richard ('70) McKee
Barbara ('76, '80) and Greg Merkle
Steve Messinger ('13)
Ashley ('08) and Michael ('02, '04) Mills
Brenda ('77) and Jim Moore
Alexis Morton ('15)
Gregory Moss ('74)
Gary Myers ('68)
Nortex Realty
North Texas Estate and Financial Planning Council
Heather Null-Dockery ('05)
Charley N. Obone Nkoulou ('15)
Kenneth B. Oherm ('67)
Oncor Electric Delivery
Alex M. Pappas ('11)
David L. Parkman
Patterson Family of Dealerships
Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Patterson Jr.
Suesan and Terry ('84) Patton
Karen ('77) and Doug Paul
Lt. Col. Jeffrey W. Pearce ('92)
Peterman Family
Dawn and David Potter
Pratt & Whitney Component Repairs
Kimberly Pulaski ('85)
Sandra and David ('61) Reichert
Anita Allen Reid ('78)
Debbie Ripperger ('90)
Lisa ('81) and Lee ('80) Roberts
Lola Ross ('14)
Vandolyn Lambert Roszell ('73)
Peter Rue ('86)
Bryan Sajjadi ('10)
Larry J. Sanders
Leisha and Tom ('83) Scaling
April D. Scholl ('05)
Becky ('01) and Matt ('99, '06) Schroeder
Frank Schwarzer ('71)
Justin Scott* ('16)
Sealed Air Corporation
Nan ('81) and Steve ('81) Shipp
Mona and Marc ('78) Simpson
Rick Sims
Mr. ('53) and Mrs. Edward R. Smith
Kathy Smith ('73)
L. Joe Smith ('63)
Mary Lynn ('73) and Nayland* ('56) Smith
Hank ('62) and Rebecca Snow
John St. John ('73)
Janice and Dell Stine
Virgil F. Stone ('53, '56)
Curtis Sullivan ('68)
Tangles Salon
Texoma Angels, Inc.
Textron Matching Gift Program
Pat and Bill Thacker
The Thacker Family
Deanna Greenway Thoma ('91)
Kris Tilker
Camilla A. Arnold Todd ('86)
Renee Travaglini ('89)
Romona Vaughan ('67)
Joe Vickers ('76)
W. S. Construction Company
Ashley Watts ('16)
Welch, Sanders & Associates, LLP
Laurie ('96) and David ('96) Welch
WFACF - Bill and Pat Thacker Donor Advised Fund
WFACF - McGaha Smith Family Donor Advised Fund
WFACF - Patterson Family of Dealerships Donor Advised Fund
Wichita Falls Chapter of TSCPA
Wichita Falls Council of Petroleum Accountants Societies
Wichita Falls Country Club
Helen L. Williams ('69)
Patti Windle ('79)
Jessie Womble ('11)
Work Services Corporation
Toby A. Yannacone-Smith ('91)
Edgar Zuleta ('16) and Alexandria Keck ('16)
Anonymous ('18)
*deceased
ENDOWMENTS & SCHOLARSHIPS

The following list reflects donations made to the Dillard College of Business Administration to create endowment funds or scholarships. We have made every effort to be accurate in our listing and apologize if any mistake or omission has been made. All gifts are deeply appreciated.

Association for Systems Management Recognition Award
Better Business Bureau - Dr. Louis J. Rodriguez
Ethics Scholarship
Katherine S. and Virgil H. Carlson Scholarship
Eve Ann Coleman Scholarship
Seth Nicholas Couch Memorial Scholarship
C.W.L. ‘Dub’ Dennis Memorial Scholarship
Jim and Olga Gotcher Economics Scholarship
M. H. Jungman Scholarship
Donald Kester Memorial Scholarship
Marguerite F. and Russell R. Kolp Scholarship for Business Administration
Steve Lunce Memorial Scholarship
Madera-Baggett Accounting Scholarship
Greg Merkle Pre-Law Scholarship
Jim Mims Business Scholarship
E.W. Moran Accounting Scholarship
Carolyn Sue Marlow O’Hearn Scholarship
Roger Paulk Scholarship
Charles and Elizabeth Prothro Business Administration Scholarship
Mamie Raborn Economics Scholarship
Dr. Charles Ramser Scholarship
Thacker Family Petroleum Scholarship
W. J. Thomas Memorial Scholarship
Walsh & Watts, Inc. Scholarship
Dr. Robert Welch Memorial Economics Scholarship
Wichita Falls COPAS Scholarship
Wichita Falls Jaycees Scholarship
Wichita Falls TSCPA Scholarship

THANK YOU for being a part of this special community of donors at Midwestern State University. Your support makes a difference on campus!

To report an error or omission, please contact Patricia Lowry at (940) 397-4539 or by email at givetoMSU@mwsu.edu.

A final listing of the Honor Roll of Donors for fiscal year 2015-2016 is located at: https://mwsu.edu/HonorRoll

For information about the MSU Annual Fund, call (940) 397-4539 or by e-mail at givetoMSU@mwsu.edu.
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